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Welcome to the second of our monthly 

Newsletters. 

 

This month I want to focus on Waste and 

Recycling. 

 

 
 

You can see just how long it takes for 

items to decompose and why we should be 

refusing plastic and anything that contains 

plastic. 

 

Should we therefore be recycling more?  

Maybe we should be rethinking what we 

buy, how we use it and whether it can be 

repurposed before we recycle it.  That is 

why we have the DBC Freecycle scheme. 

Check out items available on the reverse 

of this newsletter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are many options before something 

has to be recycled.  The poster below 

gives some ideas. 

 

 
 

I am sure many of you have used the 

recycling facility for plastic wrapping in 

Sainsburys.  This has now been extended 

and the notice below shows what can be 

recycled there.  

 

 



They have also moved the recycling point 

into the foyer of the building, making it 

easier to access. 

 

Climate Justice and Plastic Waste 

 

Recently Arlene and I linked up to a 

Christian Aid conference which 

emphasised Climate Justice. How Climate 

Change is hitting hardest the poorest 

communities around the world. It was 

most informative and left us with a deep 

concern that we in the wealthier regions of 

God’s world have inflicted global 

warming and climate change on 

communities that have been the most eco 

friendly. They suffer for our 

industrialisation and they have contributed 

little towards the dreadful results. These 

people struggling to survive when crops 

have failed due to prolonged drought or 

had their crops washed away from 

unprecedented floods so please try to keep 

your impact on carbon pollution and 

reduce the use of throw away plastic, it 

will make you feel better and do wonders 

for others.  Finally have you watched  ‘the 

boy who harnessed the wind’ you can still 

catch it on BBC iplayer. 

 

Here is something we can all have a go at.  

Why not try some of the things with the 

children over the Easter Holiday. 

 

 

DBC Freecycle 
 

Printer Cartridges Available: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information about DBC Eco Church Group contact Margaret Keen 01246 416273 

or margaret.keen@talk21.com 

 

 

 

 

 

I have a number of printer 

cartridges for use with BB-

T1813. Contact:   

 

David Grime.  413952 

 

Cartridges for Cannon Printer, black 

and colour  

 

Pixmar iP7260/iP8750/iX6850, 

MG5450/MG5550/MG5650/MG5655/

MG6350/MG6450/MG665/MG7150/ 

MG7550/MX725/MX925 

 

Contact Margaret Keen 416273 


